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1 based militias, which may eventually even though their interests may well align

1 function as a national guard, distinct from with the Kurds in the strategic sense of

I the Iraqi military forces and police. They their shared status as minorities. The late

retained the right to have a regional support by some Sunnis for the constitu-

parliament that regulates many day-to-day tional referendum process was engineered

matters in the region. by the United States, but that success will

IOn identity issues, the Kurds won not guarantee a long-term Sunni "buy-in"

recognition of Kurdish as one of the two to the constitution. (Sunnis voted over~

official languages of the Iraqi state. whelmingly against the constitution, but

(Turkomen and Assyrian are to be addi- accepted the legitimacy of the process.)

tional official languages in areas where While the Shia leadership eventually

those groups are numerous.) The Kurds embraced the concept of regions and

even initially prevailed in specifying that therefore supported federalism as a key

Iraq's Arab character should apply only to component of the constitution, it is clear

the Arab citizens of Iraq, though this was that Ayatollah Sistani and Muqtada Sadr

later revised through negotiations with the only reluctantly supported it. Should

Arab League to a formula that recognizes federalism be viewed over time as weak-

Iraq as a founding member of the Arab ening the Iraqi state and the unity of the

League and a pledge to abide by its country, the Kurds and their effective

principles. The only principle the Kurds advocacy of their interests could well be

wanted that did not make it into the draft held accountable. Thus the approval of the

was the right to secede from the Iraqi constitution on October 15 may someday

state. The Kurds also did not achieve any be seen as the Kurds' pyrrhic victory. 3
closure on the status of the oil-rich city of

Kirkuk, which would be key to the eco- THE KURDS AND IRAQ TODAY

nomic survival of a putative Kurdish state. The Kurds' political fortunes have

Still, Article 58 of the Transitional Adminis- i~proved steadily in the tumultuous period

trative Law (TAL) contains provisions since 1991. Initially dependent on the

regarding the future of Kirkuk that were goodwill of the allies who enforced a no-fly

maintained in the new constitution. The zone over their territory, the Kurds were

final status of the city and its possible also subjected to a double embargo, one

.incorporation into the Kurdish federal area imposed by the United Nations on all of

is to be determined by the end of2007. In Iraq and one imposed by Saddam on their

effect, this articulation buys some two region. The embargo-related hardships led

years of difficult but nonetheless political to bitter animosities and fighting between

. bargaining within the confines of the new the two primary factions in northern Iraq,
system. Barzani's KDP and Jalal Talabani's

~ It can be argued that the Kurds were Patriotic Union of Kurd is tan (PUK) over
"

I too successful in their negotiations and resources and control of trade routes.
t . have now stimulated deep anxieties in the Active mediation by the United States and

~ other communities about federalism and other outside parties helped keep the two

the future of the state. Sunnis in particular main Kurdish parties working together for

appear threatened by Kurdish demands, their shared goal of ousting Saddam

"Co"
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: cians have also been well represented in have served on the frontline, often earning
the various transitional governments. They the enmity Qfthe Sunnis; especially in
will likely retain important ministerial places such as Mosul and Fallujah.
portfolios when the first permanent govem- Kurdish leaders have been among the
ment is formed after the December 2005 primary interlocutors with Washington. In
elections. During the IyadAllawi adminis- October 2005, Massoud Barzani was
tration, one of the vice premiers was received by the White House in his capac-
Barham Saleh, the British-educated former ity as president of the Kurdish Regional
prime minister of the PUK-controlied Government, reassuring the Kurds of their
northern :l;raq. Hoshyar Zebari, affiliated special status for American leaders.9
with the KDP, was named foreign minister But relations with Washington have
and had the ironic function of representing also been subject to occasional rough spots
Iraq when it returned to the Arab League. since the fall of the Saddam regime.
After the June 2005 elections, ~urdish Kurds at various times began to feel
leader Jalal Talabani became president of neglected, as American policy makers,
Iraq, and Zebari remained foreign minister, struggling to keep other major groups
so that two of the three positions linking engaged in the rebuilding of Iraq, courted
Iraq to the outside world were held by Shia leaders. Some American experts
Kurds. Barham Saleh, who many see as were worried that Kurdish assertiveness
one of the Kurds who could well be a during the constitutional debates made it
future prime minister, moved to the Minis- even harder to persuade the Sunnis to
try of Planning. participate. Human-rights activists and

The Kurds thus playa critical role in democracy promoters are not entirely
Iraqi national policy and retain their own comfortable with Kurdish-style democracy.
relationships with the outside world. There are also worries about Kurdish
Relations with Washington remain the behavior towards Arabs in Kirkuk and
Kurds' top priority. The Kurds became about methods the Kurds may use to assert
Washington's primary ally in Iraq in the their cl.aim to the city.
runup to the 2003 war. The relationship
intensified when the Turkish parliament SELF -DETERMINATION
turned down the U.S. request to open a Kurds almost universally support the
second front in the north against Saddam, concept of Kurdish independence, an idea
and Kurds became more critical partners, that predates Palestinian aspirations and
working alongside American forces in the has been recognized in international

L capture of key northern towns. The documents and agreements dating back to
f population in the Kurdish areas has whole- the early twentieth century. When they

heartedly embraced the arrival of Ameri- went to the polls as Iraqis in January 2005,
can troops. Support for the United States Iraqi Kurds also voted in regional elections,

, has also meant that Kurdish areas have choosing the president and parliament of

been largely devoid of violence, and the Kurdish Regional Government. At that
Washington has relied on the pesh merga time, they were polled informally by
forces to maintain security there. In many volunteers on the question of indepen-
counterinsurgency actions, Kurdish forces dence, and 95 percent responded that they
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insurgents and their allies are targeting Shia working constructively to build a new
mosques and large social gatherings to democratic political culture in Iraq, or with
terrorize and intimidate Shia as a means of the Sunnis as fellow minorities. If the
making them disaffected from the new Kurds believe a Shia victory in a civil war
politics and creating enough chaos for is essential (in part because the Sunnis are
Sunnis to perhaps reclaim leadership of the likely to be held responsible for precipitat-
country. The only factors to date that have ing the violence), they could playa military
prevented large-scale fighting are the or security role in pressuring the Sunni
presence of the coalition forces and the forces and thereby opening up a second
remarkable consensus among Shia to avoid front for the Sunnis to deal with. If they
violence. Shia leaders, clerical and secular, decide instead to support the Sunnis in the
appear united in trying to avoid retribution hope of a different power-sharing arrange-
and retaliation, although their success to ment, they might have a less significant
date cannot be taken for granted. military role to play but could offer political

In these turbulent circumstances, what and even diplomatic support. The Kurds
are the Kurds likely to do? There are two would calculate how such a struggle might
levels to consider: first, what the Kurds appear to the outside world and to the
need to do to protect their own people and Kurds' friends and supporters. They

~ their own interests, and, second, how they would also assess their stakes in the
~ might help the Arabs prevent or minimize outcome according to which side might
..
~ the damage of civil strife in the interest of prevail.
~. the Iraqi state. It is equally possible that the Kurds will
;; The Kurds would be primarily con- decide against backing either side and work

.' ,

!1; cerned about safety and the possible instead to end civil strife, including mediat-
i!" spillover of violence or instability into their ing between the parties. They would nave r,!, ".,:~i territory. They might try to impose new powerful leverage on their side, with a C

!; measures of internal border security physical presence in Baghdad, new but'"'
'i,} between the Kurdish region and the rest of strong ties to Shia power centers, and
~ Iraq, giving new visibility and responsibility proximity to Sunni areas where meetings
~ 1 to the pesh merga. They might need to and contacts with Sunni activists would be
~; provide accommodations or develop possible. Their semi-autonomous security
( policies towards Arab refugees fleeing the through the pesh merga would make them
;: violence into the northern regions. A less dependent on the warring factions for

possible danger would be excessive use of access to Iraqi territory as they worked to
force to prevent Arab refugees from bring an end to the conflict. But it remains
entering, or mistreatment of them to to be seen if the Arabs would accept
prevent the~ from establishing permanent Kurdish mediation. Would the Shia blame
residence or altering the demographic the Kurds for the alienation of the Sunnis
balance in the north. from Iraqi political life caused by the debate

The Kurdish leaders would surely over federalism and the constitution?
debate privately whose side they should be Such a role, even if not successful,
on - whether their interests converge would bring great stature and respect to
most with the Shia, who are seen as the Kurds, and could work to their favor if
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from interfering in Iraqi affairs as Iraq tries occur in either state. It is possible that the
to restore its own security capacity. Will a Kutds would feel pressure or inclination to
small ethnically homogeneous territory that help neighboring Kurds by providing a safe
is largely pro-western, democratic and haven, which could change the political and
capitalist become the natural ally of the demographic realities in Iraq. Such .,

West if the rest of Mesopotamia is mired in developments could creat~ new tensions " '.

religious politics and violence? Will forces between the interests of the Iraqi Kurds
for unity define Iraq and make the Kurds and U.S. policy, as well as between the
troublesome outliers? Will intra-Kurdish Kurds and Baghdad. ... :!

rivalries remain under control? t
. Turkey has, in recent years, had a SUMMING UP ..f

form of veto power over Iraqi Kurdish For now, the Iraqi Kurds have a stake ; ~
choices, and the relationship has not been in the new Iraq and still believe that their :"'1

( I
easy d~spite its econo~ic and political ga~ble with ~ controversial American ; II
potential for partnershIp. Over the next polIcy has paId off for them and for all "~n

..'
decade, Turkey will be working to gain Iraqis. Kurdish leaders are often the most .\;-11

admission to the European Union. Should optimistic of Iraqi leaders in their upbeat ~

Turkey be on a clear path for entry, its assessments about prospects for greater i
foreign policies could well evolve in the stability and for building new pluralistic ~,

direction ofEU approaches. This will institutions. For the most part, the Kurds ~
likely reduce Turkish anxieties regarding its have been constrUctive players, not only in ~

own Kurdish population while increasing advocating for their own int~rests but in W,

Ankara's bargaining power with Iraq, in seeking fairness and openness in Iraqi ~

general, and Iraqi Kurds, in particular. institutions and practices. i
European interests in securing access to Beyond the current rollercoaster of ~':

energy resources and limiting unrest along elections and insurgent violence, the ~

its periphery for purposes of reducing political preferences of the Kurds are ~

immigration will mean that it will take an harder to assess. The Kurds have been gi

increasing interest in Iraq. Already, successful i!l insisting on a robust au- if
pipelines from northern Iraq traverse tonomy in the new federal system, includ- ~

Turkey towards Mediterranean ports. ing some control of oil revenue. They are ~I:
Were more oil to be found in northern Iraq, likely to remain relatively democratic, ~
such networks could be further developed. although patronage and tribal culture still !':

All of these bode well for future relations hold sway in the more rural parts of W,
. between Ankara and Iraqi Kurds. Kurdistan. Today's Kurdish leaders, some t;

. Another challenge may arise if unrest of whom may haveiong careers as Iraqi ~,

among the Kurdish populations in Syria politicians, seem to believe that for their *"
and Iran were to bubble up. The Iraqi generation, the costs of a secession that ii:
Kurds' favorable status as a confident, does not have regional support are too ~:..
self-governing community could affect the high. Should peace and prosperity prevail ~:

dynamics, should Kurds in Syria and Iran in Kurdish lands, citizens will be even less !"
see an opportunity from increased political inclined to risk the human and property ~:'
uncertainty at the center. This could well costs of defying the regional order by ~

,:'
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